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Abstract: In this article, we provide a broad and extensive review of beta titanium alloys.
Beta titanium alloys are an important class of alloys that have found use in demanding applications
such as aircraft structures and engines, and orthopedic and orthodontic implants. Their high
strength, good corrosion resistance, excellent biocompatibility, and ease of fabrication provide
significant advantages compared to other high performance alloys. The body-centered cubic
(bcc) β-phase is metastable at temperatures below the beta transus temperature, providing these
alloys with a wide range of microstructures and mechanical properties through processing and
heat treatment. One attribute important for biomedical applications is the ability to adjust the
modulus of elasticity through alloying and altering phase volume fractions. Furthermore, since these
alloys are metastable, they experience stress-induced transformations in response to deformation.
The attributes of these alloys make them the subject of many recent studies. In addition, researchers
are pursuing development of new metastable and near-beta Ti alloys for advanced applications. In this
article, we review several important topics of these alloys including phase stability, development
history, thermo-mechanical processing and heat treatment, and stress-induced transformations.
In addition, we address recent developments in new alloys, phase stability, superelasticity, and
additive manufacturing.

Keywords: beta phase; metastable; titanium; aircraft; biomedical; superelasticity; additive
manufacturing

1. Introduction

Titanium and its alloys are commercially important for many industries [1,2]. They are
used for engineering applications in the aerospace industry [1,3–5], the biomedical and healthcare
industry [1,5–13], the energy and power generation industry [1,5,14,15], and the petrochemical
industry [5]. For example, commercially pure (cp) α-titanium (α-Ti) is used in the biomedical industry
as an orthodontic or orthopedic implant material due to its good biocompatibility, excellent corrosion
resistance, and low cytotoxicity. In another application, the Ti-6Al-4V (wt. %) alloy, which is a
dual-phase α + β alloy, is used extensively in the aerospace industry due to its high specific strength,
σ/ρ, and high specific stiffness, E/ρ, which leads to weight reduction and space savings. In a third
illustration, the Ti-13V-13Cr-3Al (wt. %) alloy was the first successfully developed and commercialized
β-phase Ti alloy. It was used extensively in the SR-71 “Blackbird” aircraft because of its high specific
strength leading to weight savings and also its stable elevated temperature properties.

The major disadvantage of titanium alloys is the high cost, which is due in part to raw material
costs and but largely due to extraction and processing costs [1,4]. The use of titanium in engineering
applications has, however, experienced persistent growth due to its mechanical response and physical
behavior advantages [4]. In the case of commercial aircraft, titanium alloys accounted for a small
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fraction of the total structural and engine weight when first introduced. The quantity of titanium
in structures and engines has increased dramatically in the latest generations of commercial aircraft
approaching ~9% of the total weight in Boeing 777 aircraft and ~15% of the total weight in Boeing 787
aircraft [1,4]. A recent industry report highlighted that the annual growth rate for titanium demand in
aircraft structures grew at ~14% between 2011 and 2016 [16]. In general, titanium alloys are used in
high value applications where the trade off between improved performance and the higher costs of the
alloys are justified.

The utility and broad range of mechanical and physical properties for titanium alloys is due
primarily to its allotropy in the sold-state. There are two crystallographic allotropes, which are the
hexagonal close-packed (hcp) α-phase and the higher-temperature body-centered cubic (bcc) β-phase.
Controlled alloying and thermo-mechanical processing can create titanium alloy variations based
on microstructural and compositional differences, which in turn allows modifying the mechanical
and physical properties of the alloys tailored towards a specific application. In general, there are
three broad classifications of room temperature titanium alloys, which are the alpha phase alloys,
the dual-phase α + β alloys, and the beta phase alloys [1,3,17]. The alpha phase Ti alloys predominantly
contain primary hcp α-phase but may contain smaller quantities of other phases. They are generally
used in non-structural applications where low strength and good corrosion resistance are required [1].
These alloys often contain aluminum (Al) and small quantities of interstitial elements such oxygen (O),
nitrogen (N), and carbon (C) in order to stabilize the hcp α-phase [18]. Higher strength versions contain
a greater quantity of O that acts to increase the yield strength and tensile strength but reduce ductility
of alpha phase Ti alloys [19,20]. Dual-phase α + β Ti alloys contain a mixture of both phases and
are generally used in applications requiring higher strength, good toughness, good fatigue behavior,
and excellent corrosion resistance [1]. The phase morphology and relative volume fraction of each
phase depends on the composition of the alloy and thermo-mechanical processing. The combination
of higher strengths, a density of 4.5 g/cm3, and phase stability give this class of alloys excellent
specific properties that extend to high temperatures of about 600 ◦C (1112 ◦F). The most well known
of this class of alloys is Ti-6Al-4V (wt. %) but also include alloys such as Ti-6Al-6V-2Sn (wt. %),
and Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo (wt. %). These alloys often contain Al as an alpha phase stabilizing element
but also contain beta phase stabilizing elements such as vanadium (V) or molybdenum (Mo). Solution
treatment and age hardening are often used to control the final microstructure. Additional information
about both of these classes of alloys can be found in recent review articles and texts [1,5]. The third type
of Ti alloys is the beta phase alloy, which can be further sub-divided into near-beta Ti alloys, metastable
beta Ti alloys, and the stable beta Ti alloys. A fourth category is the beta matrix (or beta-rich) α + β

dual-phase Ti alloy that we include in the broad classification of beta phase alloys although it may also
be included as a dual-phase α + β Ti alloy. Metastable β-phase alloys, which is the focus of this article,
consists predominantly of the bcc β-phase but can also contain small volume fractions of martensitic
phases or the athermal ω-phase depending on composition and thermo-mechanical processing [1].
These alloys will also contain secondary hcp α-phase platelets or particles formed during isothermal
aging. Metastable β-phase alloys are used in structural applications where high specific strengths, low
elastic modulus, good fatigue resistance, sufficient toughness, excellent corrosion resistance, and good
formability are required. Metastable β-phase Ti alloys also possess excellent biocompatibility leading to
their use in implants. This class of alloys contains sufficient quantities of beta phase stabilizing elements
in order to ensure that close to 100 vol. % of metastable bcc β-phase is retained at room temperature
after quenching from the single-phase field. The characteristics of metastable β-phase Ti alloys make
them an attractive choice for advanced engineering applications in demanding conditions despite their
high costs [1]. Notwithstanding their promise, these alloys have mainly seen use in niche applications
for aircraft structures, orthopedic implants, and orthodontic devices. For instance, the metastable
Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr (wt. %) alloy, also known as Beta C, is used in aircraft springs and fasteners [21].
In a second example, the metastable Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr (wt. %) alloy was developed for implants
based partially on its excellent biocompatibility [22]. The near-beta Ti alloy commercially known as
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“TMA” (titanium-molybdenum alloy) with a nominal composition of Ti-11.5Mo-6Zr-4.5Sn (wt. %) was
developed for use in orthodontic wires [23]. Recently there has been renewed interest in this important
class of Ti alloys as exemplified by current research for aircraft structures and engines and biomedical
applications [24–32].

Past review articles of metastable β-phase Ti alloys have addressed classification [17], phase
stability [33], heat treatment [34], and application in aircraft structures [21,35,36]. Other review
articles of metastable β-phase Ti alloys have focused on mechanical properties and biocompatibility
in biomedical implants [6–9,11,13]. The objective of this review article is to provide a broad and
extensive review of developments in this class of alloys, which has not been addressed in the
literature. This article discusses current state of research on commercially important alloys for
aerospace structures and biomedical implants in context of alloy design, processing and heat treatment,
and phase transformations. We provide an update of the state of current research in several important
topics and address areas that are being actively researched. We first discuss in detail beta phase
stabilizing elements, alpha phase stabilizing elements, and neutral elements and their influence on
the bcc β-phase stability. The latest research and limitations about understanding the effects of O and
Zr on the metastable ω-phase and martensitic phases is discussed. In the third section, we provide
an overview of the development history of metastable beta titanium alloys in aircraft structures
and biomedical orthopedic implants. Current important and newly developed alloys are discussed.
Requirements for further development towards new applications are also considered. In this section we
also briefly examine future trends of these alloys. In the fourth section we address Ti alloy production,
thermo-mechanical processing, and heat treatment of these alloys. In the fifth section we discuss
stress-induced transformations, which are an inherent characteristic of these alloys. In the last section,
we also discuss recent research on processing of beta Ti alloys by metal additive manufacturing (AM).
The review is concluded by summarizing and discussing challenges for expanded application of
metastable β-phase Ti alloys and design of new alloys. In the summary section, challenges and future
directions for fundamental scientific research are considered. Specifically, we address experimental
and computational techniques that can facilitate greater understanding of these alloys and further
their development.

2. Alloying Elements and Molybdenum Equivalency

2.1. Beta Phase Stabilizing Elements

In general, metastable beta phase Ti alloys are designed and heat-treated so that they retain close
to 100 vol. % of the bcc β-phase when quenched from the single β-phase field to room temperature.
This is accomplished by alloying with sufficient quantities of beta phase stabilizing elements to
suppress the formation of the hcp α′-martensite phase, the orthorhombic α′′-martensite phase, and the
equilibrium hcp α-phase during quenching. Most of these stabilizing elements are transition metals
and are classified as one of two types, either isomorphous or eutectoid, depending on the effect of
alloying on Ti, Table 1. Certain binary phase diagrams do not exhibit a miscibility gap when alloyed
with some isomorphous elements, such as niobium (Nb) and tantalum (Ta). The equilibrium phase
diagram does not display invariant reactions, congruent transformations, or critical points. On the
other hand, some binary phase diagrams exhibit a monotectoid reaction when alloyed with other
isomorphous elements, such as molybdenum (Mo), vanadium (V), and tungsten (W). This difference
is illustrated between a Ti-Nb phase diagram [37] in Figure 1a and Ti-Mo phase diagram [37] in
Figure 1b. The second type of beta phase stabilizing elements is denoted eutectoid elements. These
elements are not miscible in Ti exhibiting limited solid solubility, and form an eutectoid point and
reaction β↔ α + TixAy , where TixAy is an intermetallic compound of the Ti and an eutectoid alloying
element A. Eutectoid elements include iron (Fe), chromium (Cr), copper (Cu), nickel (Ni), cobalt
(Co), manganese (Mn), and silicon (Si). Hydrogen (H) is also classified in the category of eutectoid
alloying elements. This type of reaction is illustrated for a Ti-Cr phase diagram [37,38] in Figure 1c.
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The eutectoid point in the phase diagram is observed at an approximately 14 wt. % Cr concentration
and an isotherm of 667 ◦C (1233 ◦F). The intermetallic compound that is formed is the Laves α-TiCr2

phase. In general, the isomorphous and eutectoid elements lower the beta transus temperature, Tβ,
which is the lowest temperature that 100 vol. % of the bcc β-phase will exist, increase the size of the
single β-phase field, decrease the size of the hcp α-phase field, or deliver a combination of these three
effects, Figure 2. The effect on the Ti alloy microstructure by alloying with a beta phase stabilizing
element depends on the concentration. If the beta phase stabilizing element is included only in a limited
quantity that is less than the critical concentration listed in Table 1, then the Ti alloy microstructure
will consist of only the hcp α-phase after quenching from above the quantity Tβ, such as in the binary
Ti-1.6 wt. % V alloy [39,40]. Although the beta phase stabilizing element V is included in the binary
alloy, the concentration is significantly less than the critical concentration of 15 wt. % required to
stabilize the bcc β-phase. If greater quantities of beta phase stabilizing elements are included, then the
Ti alloy will have a dual-phase α + β alloy microstructure after quenching from above the beta transus
temperature, such as in the binary Ti-8.1 wt. % V alloy [41–43]. However, an alloy will generally
consist of only the metastable bcc β-phase after quenching from above the beta transus temperature
when the V concentration is greater than the critical quantity needed to stabilize the bcc β-phase [44].
It is theoretically possible to add sufficient quantities of stabilizing elements to lower the quantity Tβ

below room temperature resulting in a stable beta phase Ti alloy. In this case, since the bcc β-phase
is stable, it does not undergo phase decomposition during aging and is thus not hardenable, unlike
the metastable beta phase Ti alloys. The quantity of beta phase stabilizing elements required to result
in a stable alloy is greater than the critical concentrations listed in Table 1 for binary Ti alloys and is
schematically depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. A schematic of a pseudo-binary isomorphous phase diagram. The schematic illustrates the
metastable hcp α′-martensite start temperature MSα′, orthorhombic α′′-martensite start temperature
MSα′′ , metastable ω-phase field, and metastable bcc β-phase field. The equilibrium hcp α-phase field is
also depicted. The beta phase stabilizing element concentration differences between the hexagonal
(or trigonal) athermal ω-phase (ωath) and hexagonal isothermal ω-phase (ωiso) are shown.

Table 1. Critical concentrations (wt. %) of beta phase stabilizing elements in binary Ti alloys required
to retain 100% of the bcc β-phase after quenching to room temperature.

Element Isomorphous or Eutectoid Critical Concentration (wt. %)

Molybdenum Isomorphous 10.0
Niobium Isomorphous 36.0
Tantalum Isomorphous 45.0
Vanadium Isomorphous 15.0
Tungsten Isomorphous 22.5

Cobalt Eutectoid 7.0
Copper Eutectoid 13.0

Chromium Eutectoid 6.5
Iron Eutectoid 3.5

Manganese Eutectoid 6.5
Nickel Eutectoid 9.0

Whether the hcp α′-martensite phase and the orthorhombic α′′-martensite phase are suppressed
during quenching depends on the quantity of beta phase stabilizing elements in the alloy.
At concentrations below the critical concentration, the metastable martensitic phases will form.
For example, the α′-martensite phase forms at Mo concentrations between 1 and 4 wt. % but at
concentrations between 4 and 10 wt. % Mo the α′′-martensite phase forms in a binary Ti-Mo alloy [45].
At Mo concentrations greater than 10 wt. %, the martensitic transformations are completely suppressed
as a result of quenching from above the quantity Tβ, forming only the metastable bcc β-phase [45].
The morphology of the martensitic phases was observed to change from massive (lamellar colonies)
to acicular with increasing Mo concentration. A comparable result was observed in the binary Ti-V
alloy [46].

Besides the aforementioned phases, the metastable athermal ω-phase (ωath) is often observed in
the microstructure of many commercial beta Ti alloys. This phase may form during quenching from the
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single β-phase field to room temperature with a hexagonal (not close-packed) crystallographic structure
at smaller concentrations of beta phase stabilizing elements (solute lean), whereas the crystallographic
structure is trigonal at greater concentrations of beta phase stabilizing elements (solute rich) [34,47–50].
Furthermore, if present the metastable martensitic phases and athermal ω-phase will decompose
during isothermal aging into α + β, α + β + ωiso, or β + ωiso phases depending on the alloy’s phase
stability, aging temperature, and aging time. The hexagonal isothermal ω-phase (ωiso) forms from
the bcc β-phase as a result of low-temperature aging [21,34,49]. On the other hand, the bcc β-phase
may undergo phase decomposition into β + β′ phases during aging in alloys containing quantities of
beta phase stabilizing elements greater than the minimum concentrations listed in Table 1 and if the
isothermal ω-phase is suppressed [34,49].

2.2. Alpha Phase Stabilizing Elements

Alpha phase stabilizing elements are often included as alloying elements in metastable β-phase
Ti alloys. For example, 3 wt. % Al is added to the Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) alloy used in aircraft
structures and landing gears. Elements such as Al increase the size of the hcp α-phase field or raise
the temperature that the α–phase is stable. Contrary to expectations, these elements are added to
promote beta phase stability [1]. The isothermal ω-phase increases the strength but reduces the
ductility of Ti alloys and hence this phase is not desired in large quantities since it causes severe
embrittlement [47,50,51]. Several early studies have illustrated that the addition of Al in binary
Ti-V or Ti-Mo alloys reduces the isothermal ω-phase volume fraction and also limits the temporal
stability of the ω-phase by accelerating the kinetics of the α-phase nucleation [34,49,51]. Additionally,
the temperature at which the isothermal ω-phase forms was lowered preventing its formation at
higher aging temperatures. Aluminum also decreases the start temperature, Ms, for martensitic
transformations, which suppresses these phase transformations during quenching from the single
β-phase field.

Other alpha phase stabilizing elements include interstitial O and N, which are extremely strong
alpha phase stabilizing elements with high solid solubility [37,52–54]. Interstitial C is also an alpha
phase stabilizing element but with lower solubility [1,52]. Similar to Al, these three interstitial elements
increase the quantity Tβ but are added to metastable β-phase Ti alloys since they suppress the formation
of the embrittling isothermal ω-phase. In the case of O, which is often included in Ti alloys, it reduces
the volume fraction of the hexagonal isothermal ω-phase that forms and hinders its kinetics of
phase transformation relative to the hcp α-phase during aging [34,49]. Recently, two studies have
suggested that O also suppresses formation of the orthorhombic α′′-martensite phase during quenching
by increasing the threshold stress for the transformation to occur [55,56]. These studies have also
determined that the threshold stress increases with increasing O concentration. These results have
significance for room temperature superelastic properties exhibited by some beta Ti alloys and are the
subject of numerous research efforts.

2.3. Neutral Elements

Neutral elements, such as zirconium (Zr) and tin (Sn), do not significantly affect the quantity
Tβ. These elements are added to metastable beta phase Ti alloys because they are thought to alter
the kinetics of hexagonal isothermal ω-phase formation during aging, which in turn stabilizes the
bcc β-phase [1,34]. An important study by Williams et al., demonstrated that the addition of Zr or
Sn to binary Ti-V alloys reduced the volume fraction of the isothermal ω-phase and in high enough
concentrations suppressed its nucleation [53]. Similar results were observed in the same study for
only Zr in binary Ti-Mo alloys. Zirconium and Sn may also decrease the Ms temperature [1], which
suppresses the martensitic transformations. More recent results by Pang et al. [57] have, however,
called into question the effect of Zr on suppressing the isothermal ω-phase formation during aging.
In the study by Pang et al. [57], Zr additions up to 8 at. % in a model binary Ti-24Nb (at. %) alloy had
little effect on the formation of the isothermal ω-phase following low-temperature aging at 300 ◦C
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for 100 h. Since these new results contradict earlier studies, the effect of Zr on the stability of the
isothermal ω-phase requires further study due to the importance of limiting embrittlement in current
and new beta Ti alloys.

2.4. Molybdenum Equivalency (MoE)

For a given Ti alloy composition, a well-known and useful parameter for characterizing the
β-phase stability is the molybdenum equivalency (MoE). This quantity is a combined measure of
the effects of beta phase stabilizing elements, alpha phase stabilizing elements, and neutral elements
contained in a Ti alloy on the beta phase stability. It uses Mo as an arbitrarily chosen baseline and
normalizes other elements to an equivalent molybdenum value. The equation is given by [17,21,36,58]:

MoE = 1.0(wt.% Mo) + 0.67(wt.% V) + 0.44(wt.% W)

+0.28(wt.% Nb) + 0.22(wt.% Ta) + 2.9(wt.% Fe)
+1.6(wt.% Cr) + 1.25(wt.% Ni) + 1.70(wt.% Mn)
+1.70(wt.% Co)− 1.0(wt.% Al)

(1)

The constant before each element concentration (in wt. %) in Equation (1) is the ratio of the
critical concentration of Mo to retain 100 vol. % of the metastable bcc β-phase after quenching to room
temperature and prevent formation of the martensitic phases to the critical concentration of the element
needed to retain 100 vol. % of the metastable bcc β-phase after quenching to room temperature and
prevent formation of the martensitic phases. The critical concentration for each beta phase stabilizing
element is given in Table 1. Aluminum is subtracted because it is an alpha phase stabilizing element.
The effect of the alpha phase stabilizing elements and the two neutral elements, Zr and Sn, are included
in Equation (1) through the aluminum equivalency (AlE) given by [21]:

AlE = 1.0(wt.% Al) + 0.17(wt.% Zr)
+0.33(wt.% Sn) + 10(wt.% O + wt.% N)

(2)

Minor variations in the coefficients and terms of Equations (1) and (2) have been published
by Bania [36], Cotton et al. [21], and Welsch et al. [17]. These differences can partially be traced to
differences in the critical concentrations of an element between U.S. and Russian data [34]. Equation (1)
and Table 1 indicate that some beta phase stabilizing elements have a greater stabilizing effect than
others. In general, a MoE value of approximately 10.0 is required to stabilize the bcc β-phase during
quenching from above the beta transus temperature. The quantity Tβ generally decreases with
increasing MoE value, Figure 3. A high MoE value means that the alloy is heavily stabilized, which is
typical of some current commercial alloys, such as Alloy C. The quantity MoE is thus a convenient
metric to rank order the beta phase stability of not only model binary alloys but also commercial
alloys. The MoE values of some model binary and commercially important beta Ti alloys is provided
in Table 2. The classification of the four categories of beta Ti alloys is discussed below. A graphical
representation of rank ordered MoE values for the beta Ti alloys in Table 2 is illustrated in Figure 4.
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Table 2. The molybdenum equivalency (MoE) and beta transus temperatures (Tβ) of several model
binary and commercially important beta Ti alloys. Compositions of the alloys are given in wt. %.

Alloy Name Application Type MoE Beta Transus (◦C)

Ti-13Nb-13Zr - Biomedical Beta-rich 1.4 735
Ti-20Nb-10Zr-5Ta TNZT Biomedical Near-Beta 5.0 -

Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr Ti-5553 Aircraft Near-Beta 8.2 855–870
Ti-11.5Mo-6Zr-4.5Sn TMA Biomedical Near-Beta 9.0 -

Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al Ti-10-2-3 Aircraft Near-Beta 9.5 790–805
Ti-35Nb-5Ta-7Zr - Biomedical Near-Beta 9.7 -

Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr - Biomedical Metastable 10.2 -
Ti-15V-3Cr-3Al-3Sn - Aircraft Metastable 10.9 750–770

Ti-15Mo-3Al-3Nb-0.2Si Beta 21S Aircraft Metastable 12.8 795–810
Ti-15Mo - Model Binary Metastable 15.0 -

Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr Beta C Aircraft/Oilfields Metastable 16.0 715–740
Ti-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe - Biomedical Metastable 16.8 -
Ti-13V-11Cr-3Al B120 VCA Aircraft Metastable 23.0 650

Ti-30Mo - Model Binary Stable 30.0 -
Ti-40Mo - Model Binary Stable 40.0 -

Ti-35V-15Cr Alloy C Aircraft Stable 47.5 unknown

An alternative parameter to describe a transition metal’s alloying effect on the bcc β-phase
stability in Ti is the elastic shear modulus, C′ = (C11 − C12)/2 [17]. The quantity C′ varies with the
electron-to-atom (e/a) ratio, which is the ratio of valence electrons to atoms [59]. In context of the beta
phase stabilizing elements that are transition metals the quantity (e/a) ranges in value between four
to a maximum of approximately six [17]. The quantity C′ becomes very small at an (e/a) value of four,
which corresponds to the threshold for the martensitic transformations, and reaches a maximum at an
(e/a) value of six. Within this range, an increase in the quantity C′ corresponds to greater bcc β-phase
stability in Ti [17].

2.5. Classification

In general, beta phase Ti alloys can be classified into four categories that are based approximately
on the range of bcc β-phase stability and the MoE scale [21,58,60]. These categories are typically termed
the beta matrix α + β (beta-rich) Ti alloy, near-beta Ti alloy, metastable beta Ti alloy, and the stable beta
Ti alloy. The division between the three lower categories is somewhat subjective. Cotton et al. [21]
have indicated that beta matrix α + β Ti alloys have a MoE < ~5.0, whereas near-beta Ti alloys have
~5.0 ≤MoE ≤ ~10.0. The beta matrix α + β alloys possess a β-phase matrix with stable primary α-phase
particles. An example is the Ti-5Al-2Sn-2Cr-4Mo-4Zr-1Fe (wt. %) alloy, which is referred to as Beta
CEZ [61], and has a MoE value of 5.1. Since beta-matrix Ti alloys commonly have low MoE values
the quantity for Tβ is not lowered by a significant amount and it is approximately 890 ◦C (1634 ◦F)
in Beta CEZ. In the context of the aforesaid definition, near-beta Ti alloys have slightly higher MoE
values but can still be considered metastable beta Ti alloys and their composition places them near
the α + β phase field and β-phase field boundaries. These alloys will usually have a β-phase matrix
with stable primary α-phase grains and also secondary α-phase particles that form during aging.
An example is the Ti-5553 alloy, which has a MoE value of 9.6 and the quantity Tβ is approximately
865 ◦C (1589 ◦F) [21]. The MoE value for metastable beta Ti alloys are between ~10.0 and ~30.0 and near
100 vol. % of the bcc β-phase is typically retained during quenching. Since these alloys are metastable
they can be heat-treated to increase the strength by aging and are deeply hardenable. The metastable
Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr (wt. %) alloy, also known as Beta C, has a MoE value of 16.0 and the quantity
Tβ is approximately 730 ◦C (1346 ◦F). On the other hand, stable beta Ti alloys have a MoE > ~30.0,
and are not hardenable since theoretically precipitation does not occur during aging [21,58]. The stable
Ti-35V-15Cr (wt. %) alloy, also known as Alloy C, has a very high MoE value of 47.5.
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3. Development History and Future Trends of Metastable Beta Titanium Alloys

3.1. Aircraft Structures

The development history of metastable beta Ti alloys can be traced to the early 1950’s [36,58].
Bania mentions that patents were issued for corrosion-resistant Ti-30Mo (wt. %) to Ti-40Mo (wt. %)
alloys at this time [36]. But these model binary alloys are considered stable beta Ti alloys due to their
high concentration of beta stabilizing elements and high MoE values. However, these early efforts
led to the development of metastable beta Ti alloys. The most successful early commercial metastable
beta Ti alloy is Ti-13V-l1Cr-3Al (wt. %), which is referred to as B120 VCA and was developed by
Crucible Steel Corporation in the early- to mid-1950’s [35,36,58,62]. This alloy is well-known for its
application in the structure and landing gear of the SR-71 “BlackBird” aircraft [21,35,36,58,62]. Boyer
and Briggs indicate that approximately 93% of the aircraft was fabricated from Ti alloys and the
majority was B120 VCA. One unique attribute of the B120 VCA alloy is that it is heat treatable but the
alloy also possesses good thermal stability due to its MoE value of 23.0 that places it at the higher end
of the metastable category. This allowed the alloy to be hot-worked, cold-worked, and aged to higher
strengths. In addition, the good thermal stability permitted solution-treated sheets to be spot welded
and used without aging at elevated temperatures such as in the SR-71 aircraft, which flew at Mach 3+
and saw in-service temperatures of approximately 288 ◦C (550 ◦F) [36]. The B120 VCA alloy’s high
specific strength also led to its use as springs in aircraft actuation systems [21]. Other early efforts to
create metastable beta Ti alloys resulted in the Ti-1Al-8V-5Fe (wt. %) alloy that was used in aircraft
fasteners. Difficulties in processing and inconsistencies in heat treatment response of some early beta
Ti alloys led to the development in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s of near-beta and metastable beta Ti
alloys primarily for the aerospace industry [21,36,58]. The Ti-8V-8Mo-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) or Ti-8823 alloy,
which has a MoE value of 16.2, was developed for high-strength forgings. The near-beta Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al
(wt. %) alloy, which has a MoE value of 9.5, was developed for high-strength forgings in aircraft
structures. The near-beta Ti-11.5Mo-6Zr-4.5Sn (wt. %) or Beta III alloy, which has a MoE value of
9.0 was developed for high-strength applications. Other metastable beta Ti alloys developed at this
time include the Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Zr-4Mo (wt. %) or Beta C alloy, which has a MoE value of 16.0, for
use in aircraft springs and oilfields; the Ti-15V-3Al-3Sn-3Cr (wt. %) alloy, which has a MoE value
of 10.9 for use in aircraft sheet and plate; and the Ti-15Mo-3Al-3Nb-0.2Si (wt. %) or Beta 21S alloy,
which has a MoE value of 12.8, for use in oxidation-resistant metal matrix composites (MMCs). Some
of these alloys found commercial application in low quantities. The Ti-15Mo-3Al-3Sn-3Cr (wt. %)
alloy was used in the B-1B bomber’s nacelles and empennage spars in the 1980’s [62]. This alloy
was selected since it was strip producible at low cost and has good formability compared to the
Ti-6Al-4V (wt. %) alloy. In addition, it could be solution treated and aged to tensile strengths of
1034 MPa (150 ksi) or higher. The Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) alloy was used in the Boeing 777 landing
gears [62]. It was used to provide weight savings compared to high-strength low-alloy steels such as
4340 or 300 M. The alloy was later used in Airbus aircraft. The most recently developed successful
modern commercial alloy is the near-beta Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr (wt. %) or Ti-5553 alloy, which has
a MoE value of 8.2, for use in the aircraft structures and landing gears of the Boeing 787. Details
on production status, physical properties, processing are found in product specification data from
manufacturers and several articles in the existing literature [21,60,63,64]. Recently, several novel
experimental alloys with high strengths and acceptable ductility have been reported in the literature.
These include the near-beta Ti-7Mo-3Nb-3Cr-3Al (wt. %) alloy, which has a MoE value of 9.6 [65,66];
the metastable Ti-4.5Al-6.5Mo-2Cr-2.6Nb-2Zr-1Sn (wt. %) alloy known as TB17, which has a MoE
value of 5.3 [67]; the near-beta Ti-4Al-7Mo-3Cr-3V (wt. %) alloy, which has a MoE value of 9.8 [68];
and the metastable Ti-3.5Al-5Mo-6V-3Cr-2Sn-0.5Fe (wt. %) alloy, which has a MoE value of 11.1 [69,70].
The mechanical properties of these newly developed alloys make them potential candidates for aircraft
structures but only a few studies on the processing–structure–property relationships are reported in
the existing literature.
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3.2. Biomedical Implants

The development of metastable beta Ti alloys for biomedical applications represents the other
significant effort in this class of alloys. The history of these alloys used in biomedical applications is
more recent compared to use in aircraft structures and can be divided into development for orthopedic
implants and orthodontics [11,13]. Alloys for orthodontics can be further categorized into those for
devices (appliances) or wires and those for dental implants.

Early orthopedic implant alloys were primarily either cp α-Ti or Ti-6Al-4V (wt. %) extra-low
interstitials (ELI) alloys [6,7,10,22]. But these alloys were initially developed for aircraft structures.
Their good biocompatibility and corrosion resistance led to their use in orthopedic implants. However,
concerns with the long-term cytotoxicity of V and Al ions released from implants led to modifications
of the Ti-6Al-4V (wt. %) composition. Vanadium is known to have toxic effects in the V4+ and V5+

elemental state and as oxides such as V2O5 leading to adverse reproductive and developmental effects
in mammals [71]. Although generally considered less toxic than V, the presence of Al in implants has
been associated with the induction of neurotoxicity and age-related neurodegenerative diseases such
as Alzheimer’s disease [72,73]. Furthermore, research has suggested that Ti-6Al-4V (wt. %) implants
may cause oxidative stress and prolonged inflammation [74] and osteolysis [75]. These concerns
led to the development in the 1980’s of dual-phase α + β Ti alloys without V including Ti-6Al-7Nb
(wt. %) and Ti-5Al-2.5Fe (wt. %) alloys that had similar phase volume fraction ratios as Ti-6Al-4V
(wt. %) [7,10,11,76]. However, α + β Ti alloys generally have lower notched fatigue resistance and poorer
wear characteristics compared to metastable beta Ti alloys [75]. Another consideration is the modulus
of elasticity mismatch between α + β Ti alloys, which is approximately between 110 GPa and 115 GPa,
and cortical bone, which is approximately 30 GPa [11,30]. The stiffer implant carries the load rather
than the bone, which atrophies and loses density (osteopenia) due to lack of functional stimulation in
a process known as stress shielding [77]. This process may in turn lead to fractures or loosening of the
implant. The desire to eliminate potentially toxic elements, reduce the modulus mismatch between the
implant and cortical bone, and improve the wear characteristics of Ti implants led to the development
of metastable beta Ti alloys for use in orthopedic implants [6,12,76]. Of the many beta phase stabilizing
elements Nb, Ta, Zr, Mo, and Sn have been identified as having good biocompatibility with low toxicity
and better corrosion properties compared to other elements [6,7,12,75,78]. Several metastable beta Ti
alloys were simultaneously developed in the 1990’s using these elements for use in implants. Kuroda et
al., studied ternary Ti-29Nb-13Ta (wt. %) alloy, which has a MoE value of 11.0, and several quaternary
variations by adding Zr, Mo, or Sn [12]. The Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr (wt. %) alloy, which has a MoE value
of 10.2, was developed further for commercial application by Niinomi et al. [22] Other metastable
beta, near-beta, and beta-rich Ti alloys developed at this time for use in orthopedic implants include
Ti-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe (wt. %) alloy, which has a MoE value of 16.8; Ti-13Nb-13Zr (wt. %) alloy, which has
a MoE value of 1.4; and Ti-35Nb-5Ta-7Zr (wt. %) alloy, which has a MoE value of 9.7; and Ti-15Mo
(wt. %), which has a MoE value of 15.0 [8,10,76,79–81]. In addition to the use of less toxic elements,
these alloy have much lower modulus of elasticity that is closer to cortical bone reducing the effects of
stress shielding, Figure 5. One important aspect of beta Ti alloys is the ability to tune the modulus of
elasticity over a wide range by altering the composition and also the phase volume fraction through
processing and heat treatment. More recently, several new experimental metastable beta Ti alloys
have been developed including Ti-35Nb-7Zr-6Ta-(0-2)Fe-(0-1)Si (wt. %) [30], Ti-8Mo-(4-6)Nb-(2-5)Zr
(wt. %) [31], Ti-33Nb-4Sn (wt. %) [82] in efforts to further lower the elastic modulus. In addition,
binary Ti-Mn alloys are being investigated to lower costs associated with expensive Nb and Ta alloying
elements [83]. These new experimental alloys require further study since little is known of their
processing–structure–property relationships and the existing literature contains few studies compared
to other beta Ti alloys.
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Figure 5. A plot showing the modulus of elasticity, E, (GPa) of commercially important and
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Orthodontic alloys for devices and wires have the same requirement as orthopedic alloys for
low toxicity, biocompatibility, good corrosion resistance, good formability, and good weldability.
However, orthodontic alloys also require high spring-back and low stiffness to apply lighter and
more constant forces to move teeth. Early orthodontic alloys were traditionally stainless steels
and Ni-Cr-Co alloys. Goldberg and Burnstone published the first study evaluating metastable
beta Ti alloys for orthodontic appliances and wires in 1979 [84,85]. These authors demonstrated
that the near-beta Ti-11.5Mo-6Zr-4.5Sn (wt. %) alloy, which has a MoE value of 9.0, had excellent
potential as a replacement material for 18-8 austenitic stainless steel if properly thermo-mechanically
processed. This alloy is known as “TMA” and was produced under exclusive patent by Ormco
until recently. In wire form, this Ti alloy has a lower modulus of elasticity and a higher yield
strength-to-modulus ratio, which results in clinically desirable lower forces and greater elastic recovery
(spring-back). Goldberg and Shastry studied the age hardening characteristics of this alloy and also
the metastable Ti-13V-11Cr-3Al (wt. %) alloy [86] demonstrating the ability to tune the modulus of
elasticity through heat treatment. Wilson and Goldberg investigated alternative beta titanium alloys
for orthodontic wires including the metastable Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr (wt. %) alloy, the metastable
Ti-15V-3Cr-3Al-3Sn (wt. %) alloy, and the near-beta Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) alloy [87]. These authors
illustrated that the Ti-15V-3Cr-3Al-3Sn (wt. %) alloy may be suitable for clinical use in orthodontic
wires. One disadvantage of the TMA alloys is its propensity to fracture and some studies have
examined the biocompatibility, corrosion resistance, and fracture characteristics of these alloys [88].
The expiration of the patent for the TMA alloy has led to the introduction of many modified TMA
alloys that are being evaluated for use in orthodontic devices and wires [89–92]. More recently, a study
by Hida et al., has reported on the development of the experimental near-beta Ti-6Mo-4Sn (wt. %)
alloy, which has a MoE value of 4.7 for use in orthodontic wires for transpalatal arches [32]. These
authors primarily examined the effect of heat treatment on tensile strength and thus this alloy has only
been studied to limited extent. Further research is required on its fatigue properties, cytotoxicity, and
biocompatibility. Despite the renewed recent interest in beta Ti alloys, other metal material systems
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such as Ni-Cr-Co alloys, NiTi shape memory alloys, and Cu-Ni-Ti alloys are also used to fabricate
orthodontic devices and wires providing significant competition.

Modern dental implant alloys are primarily either cp α-Ti or Ti-6Al-4V (wt. %) ELI alloys due
to their good biocompatibility, corrosion resistance, and osseointegration [93]. A dental implant is in
general an artificial tooth that is integrated with a titanium screw of tapered geometry for anchoring
into the jaw. The surface of the screw may be modified or coated to provide improved biocompatibility
or osseointegration. The use of titanium as dental implants started in the early-to-mid 1960’s when
Brånemark and his colleagues performed in vivo studies of titanium implants in dog and rabbit
animal models [94]. These experiments led to the concept of bone-anchored bridge ca. 1965 [95,96].
Brånemark also introduced the concept of osseointegration after observing that titanium implants
firmly embed into the bone of animal models [94]. Furthermore, no inflammation was observed
around these titanium implants. However, there have been numerous attempts to further improve
the properties cp α-Ti or Ti-6Al-4V (wt. %) ELI, especially those related to elastic modulus, corrosion
resistance, and biocompatibility. Furthermore, the potentially detrimental long-term effects of V and
Al have been noted above [71–73], and researchers are attempting to replace these elements in dental
implant alloys. One experimental candidate is the near-beta Ti-20Nb-10Zr-5Ta (wt. %) alloy also
known as “TNZT”, which has MoE value of 5.0. Moreover, metals like Nb, Ta, and Zr are thought
to have good biocompatibility and osteoconductivity with no known adverse effect on the human
body [6,7,12,75,78]. The TNZT alloy has a modulus of elasticity of 59 GPa more closely matching that
of cortical bone and reportedly has low cell toxicity [97]. Although a few papers are found in the
existing literature, these have mostly studied biocompatibility. The processing–structure–property
relationships of the TNZT alloy are not adequately addressed in the existing literature and require
further research to evaluate its biomechanical properties for implants. In addition, Niinomi reports
that beta Ti alloys have been investigated in Japan for use in dental castings [83].

4. Titanium Alloy Production, Thermo-Mechanical Processing, and Heat Treatment

In spite of mechanical property, corrosion resistance, and biocompatibility benefits offered by beta
titanium alloys, their direct usage is predominantly hampered by their high extraction and processing
costs. In general titanium alloys have been traditionally produced through either the Hunter process
or Kroll process [98]. The Hunter process is defined by following reaction:

4Na (liquid) + TiCl4 (gas)→ 4NaCl (Liquid) + Ti (solid at 700 ◦C–800 ◦C).

The use of sodium (Na) and high-energy consumption during electrolysis of NaCl significantly
increases the cost of this processing route. Hence this process was replaced by the Kroll process,
which uses magnesium (Mg) instead of Na for reduction [99]. The Kroll process is defined by the
following reaction:

2Mg (liquid) + TiCl4 (gas)→ 2MgCl2 (liquid) + Ti (Solid at 800 ◦C–850 ◦C),

and used by many commercial producers of titanium alloys. One of the main challenges for the Kroll
process is removal of MgCl2 entrapped within the Ti sponge. That Ti sponge that is formed is extremely
strong and not amenable to crushing. This requires an extra step where the Ti sponge is cut, bored,
sheared, and crushed to release the entrapped MgCl2. This additional step of purifying the Ti sponge
is a time consuming step that adds significant cost to the process producing titanium alloy.

The high cost of conventional Ti alloy production aided motivation of novel research on near
net shape processing of titanium alloys through solid-state powder processing [100]. Powder
production processes have recently been developed that provide cost savings in comparison to the
Kroll process. Within the various powder processing pathways for beta Ti alloys, the TiH2 powder
process has demonstrated potential for producing large beta Ti alloy parts with good compositional and
microstructural qualities [101,102]. The TiH2 powder is produced by cooling through a metallothermic
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reduction of TiCl4 in a hydrogen atmosphere. The TiH2 powder is mixed with different alloy powders
and cold compacted and sintered in vacuum at a temperature above 400 ◦C, leading to hydrogen
evolution, reduction of any oxides, and formation of alloy rods. The brittle TiH2 powder is easily
ground, unlike titanium sponge produced through traditional methods lowering costs and reducing
energy consumption. Joshi et al., have produced billets of metastable beta Ti-1Al-8V-5Fe (wt. %),
which has a MoE of 18.9, and then performed thermo-mechanical processing. After aging, the alloy
has hierarchical nanostructure with high tensile strength greater than ~1500 MPa, Figure 6 [103].
The lower cost TiH2-based powder processing method may lead to increased adoption of beta Ti alloys
for engineering applications.
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Metastable beta (and near-beta) Ti alloys are typically thermo-mechanically processed and
heat-treated to obtain the desired microstructure, phase volume fraction, and mechanical properties
for an engineering application [51,58,104]. In context of metastable beta Ti alloys, thermo-mechanical
processing is the use of hot deformation, water quenching, and air cooling to alter the shape and
microstructure, whereas heat-treatment is defined as solution treatment followed by aging to affect
strength; or annealing to relieve residual stresses or improve fabricability. Thermo-mechanical
processing can be further sub-divided into primary or secondary processing as discussed below.
Solution treatment and aging is performed after secondary processing. Metastable beta Ti alloys
have excellent workability due to their lower beta transus temperature compared to dual-phase
α + β Ti alloys such as Ti-6Al-4V (wt. %) and thus they are more easily forged, rolled, and extruded.
Furthermore, they are deeply hardenable, which means that their strength can be increased significantly
by solution treatment and aging. This combination has led to their processing by hot near net-shape
forging methods for use in aircraft structures and other high performance engineering applications.
Additionally, these alloys may also be cold worked, which is performed at a temperature significantly
below the quantity Tβ [1].

4.1. Thermo-Mechanical Processing

Metastable beta Ti alloys are thermo-mechanically processed to produce useable shapes for
engineering applications, optimize mechanical properties by controlling the microstructure, and to
delay or suppress the formation of the embrittling isothermal ω-phase during aging [34,58,104]. Sauer
and Luetjering also state that another significant purpose is to prevent or limit the formation of
continuous α-phase along the β-phase grain boundaries [104]. This morphology has a detrimental
effect on some mechanical properties, especially in the case of large equiaxed β-phase grains.
Thermo-mechanical processing is broadly categorized into two steps by Weiss and Semiatin [58].
The first or primary processing step is typically performed at temperatures above the quantity Tβ in
the single β-phase field to breakdown the ingot structure and produce plate, bar, rod, or other similar
mill products. The second or secondary processing step is performed at temperatures slightly above
the quantity Tβ in the single β-phase field (super-transus) or slightly below the quantity Tβ in the α + β
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phase field (sub-transus) depending on the desired microstructure and properties. Weiss and Semiatin
have listed several metastable beta Ti alloys with their hot deformation temperature ranges for ingot
breakdown and secondary processing steps [58]. The hot deformation temperatures depend on the
alloying content and the beta phase stability. In general, the greater the MoE value and bcc β–phase
stability, the lower the quantity Tβ which in turn reduces the hot deformation temperatures used in
the thermo-mechanical processing steps. A list of beta transus temperatures of several commercially
important metastable and near-beta Ti alloys is provided in Table 2. A list of beta transus temperature
ranges for other beta Ti alloys primarily used in aircraft structures and engines are found in the text by
Donachie [52], the article by Weiss and Semiatin [58], the article by Cotton et al. [21], and the article by
Nyakana et al. [60]. In the discussion that follows we focus on secondary thermo-mechanical processing
of metastable beta Ti alloys for aerospace applications, which requires high specific strength and good
ductility and thus careful control of the processing temperatures and parameters. Thermo-mechanical
processing of biomedical implants is briefly addressed at the end of the section.

The secondary processing step involves a combination of heating, cooling, and deformation
such as in isothermal forging to produce a shape that is near the final one used in an engineering
application. The result of hot deformation in the single β-phase field is to form large β-phase grains.
The α-phase along the grain boundaries may be continuous or form in short segments depending on
the cooling rate [104]. On the other hand significant hot deformation in the α + β phase field forms
larger equiaxed (globular) primary α-phase particles that pin the β-phase grain boundaries limiting
their growth during recrystallization. The β-phase grains are thus small and in turn the lengths of
continuous α-phase along the grain boundaries are short [104]. The differences are illustrated for the
commercially important near-beta Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) alloy in Figure 7a,b [105]. In Figure 7a,
the alloy was forged in the single β-phase field resulting in large β-phase grains of approximately
300 µm diameter. The beta grains contain a high volume fraction of Widmanstätten α-phase plates,
and almost continuous grain boundary α-phase indicating that the cooling rate after forging was
relatively slow. In Figure 7b, the alloy was forged in the α + β phase field about 100 ◦C below the beta
transus temperature forming a high volume fraction of globular primary α-phase particles. The bcc
β-phase grains are much smaller and hence the grain boundary α-phase segments are shorter.
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Figure 7. The differences in microstructure between hot forging in the single β-phase field in (a)
and the α + β phase field in (b) are illustrated. The microstructure in (a) depicts large bcc β-phase
grains with almost continuous grain boundary α-phase. The beta grains also contain a high volume
fraction of Widmanstätten α-phase plates. The microstructure in (b) depicts smaller bcc β-phase
grains with some martensite phases and large globular primary α-phase particles [105]. (Reprinted
by permission from Materials Science and Engineering A, vol. 501, no. 1–2, M. Jackson, N. G. Jones,
D. Dye, and R. J. Dashwood, Effect of initial microstructure on plastic flow behavior during isothermal
forging of Ti–10V–2Fe–3Al, 248–254, 2009, with permission from Elsevier).
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Studies have been performed to evaluate the plastic flow behavior as a function of processing
parameters at both super-transus and sub-transus temperatures for near-beta and metastable beta
Ti alloys [65–67,105–112]. The microstructural evolution, recrystallization texture, and mechanical
properties of these alloys are very sensitive to the secondary processing parameters. The controllable
process variables are temperature, heating rate, cooling rate, strain rate, and strain. In general, during
hot deformation in the β-phase field the stress vs. strain curves exhibit a very sharp initial peak at
very low strains followed by a yield drop, in a phenomenon known as discontinuous yielding. This is
followed by an almost steady-state stress deformation [58]. The discontinuous yielding phenomenon
has been related to the rapid generation of mobile dislocations from grain boundaries leading to
deformation from the grain boundary towards the interior of the grain. The extent of this effect
depends on the strain rate, grain size, and alloy composition. High strain rates produce a larger drop
in yield. Fine-grained alloys have a greater yield drop magnitude due to a larger number of grain
boundaries. Additionally, the magnitude of the yield drop is influenced by the type and concentration
of beta phase stabilizing elements and thus the MoE values. There is a general trend of increasing
magnitude of yield drop with increasing MoE value [109]. The magnitude of the peak stress decreases
with increasing temperature, decreasing strain rate, and increasing grain size. Higher steady-state flow
stresses are observed at higher strain rates and lower deformation temperatures as shown. On the
other hand, during hot deformation in the α + β phase field, the stress vs. strain curves exhibit rapid
work hardening to a peak followed by flow softening at an exponential rate and subsequently attains
steady-state flow at high strains [58]. The general differences in stress vs. strain curves between the
two deformation regimes are illustrated for the near-beta Ti-5Al-2Sn-2Cr-4Mo-4Zr-1Fe (wt. %) alloy in
Figure 8a,b [58]. The quantity Tβ is approximately 890 ◦C (1634 ◦F) for this alloy. In addition to the effect
of the aforesaid parameters the plastic flow behavior during secondary processing is influenced by the
initial microstructure of each alloy. Jackson et al., have studied the effect of initial microstructure on the
plastic flow stresses in the Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) alloy during sub-transus isothermal forging [105].
Their study illustrated that a microstructure with high aspect ratio Widmanstätten α-phase platelets
produces greater sub-transus flow stresses compared to a microstructure with large globular primary
α-phase using the same hot deformation parameters. The microstructure also influences the magnitude
of work hardening and flow softening depending on the strain rates. This difference is primarily due
to dislocation pile-up at the heterophase α-phase/β-phase interfaces of the Widmanstätten platelets
and subsequent break-up of the platelets that is related to the extent of flow softening. Jones et al.,
performed a similar study of the effect of microstructure on the plastic flow stresses in the metstable
Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr (wt. %) during sub-transus isothermal forging [107]. They reported results
qualitatively similar to Jackson et al., Zhao et al., also investigated the plastic flow behavior in
Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) during super-transus isothermal forging [109]. Their results demonstrated
that discontinuous yielding occurs at all the studied temperatures and strain rates. But the effect is
more pronounced at high strain rates of 0.1 s−1 than at lower strain rates of 0.01 s−1 and 0.001 s−1.
The plastic flow is dominated by dynamic recovery at super-transus temperatures for this alloy. Due to
the commercial importance of these two alloys other recent studies on the relationship between the
plastic flow behavior and processing parameters have been performed on Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) by
Lei et al. [110], and on Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr (wt. %) by Hua et al. [108] Lei et al., studied hot deformation
at higher super-transus temperatures between 800 ◦C and 1150 ◦C and a wider range of strain rates
between 0.001 s−1 and 10 s−1 with controlled cooling that formed a martensitic microstructure. These
authors illustrated that the volume fraction of martensite was a function of both strain rate and
deformation temperature. Through proper selection of strain rate and deformation temperature
they demonstrated that it was possible to avoid the formation of the martensitic phases in this alloy.
Hua et al., investigated dynamic recovery at temperatures between 750 ◦C and 900 ◦C and at strain
rates between 0.001 s−1 and 0.1 s−1. Their results indicate that dynamic recrystallization is greater
at higher temperatures and lower strain rates and that the quantity of low-angle grain boundaries
increases significantly during hot deformation. The study by Hua et al., also illustrated that the volume
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fraction of secondary α-phase precipitates increases during aging after hot deformation, which is
most likely caused by increased heterogeneous nucleation sites. Warchomicka et al. [111] studied
dynamic recrystallization in the related Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr-1Zr (wt. %) alloy at strain rates between
0.001 s−1 and 0.1 s−1 and temperatures near the quantity Tβ = 803 ◦C. This alloy is reportedly used
in the Airbus 380 aircraft [21]. They observed similar results to the study by Hua et al. Due to the
commercial importance of Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) and Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr (wt. %) alloys several other
recent studies have been reported in the literature [112–114] and research on these alloys remains an
important topic.
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Figure 8. An illustration of the differences in hot deformation plastic flow curves for the
Ti-5Al-2Sn-2Cr-4Mo-4Zr-1Fe (wt. %) alloy referred to as Beta CEZ at 920 ◦C (super-transus) in (a) and
at 850 ◦C (sub-transus) in (b). The quantity Tβ is approximately 890 ◦C for this alloy [58]. (Reprinted
by permission from Materials Science and Engineering A, vol. 243, no. 1–2, I. Weiss and S. L. Semiatin,
Thermomechanical processing of beta titanium Alloys—an overview, 46–65, 1998, with permission
from Elsevier).

More recently, a few studies have reported on the high-temperature deformation behavior of
newly developed or experimental alloys for aerospace applications. This includes the near-beta
Ti-7Mo-3Nb-3Cr-3Al (wt. %), which has an ultrahigh tensile strength of >1350 MPa and moderate
ductility of > ~8% [65,66]; and the metastable Ti-4.5Al-6.5Mo-2Cr-2.6Nb-2Zr-1Sn (wt. %), which has
a higher tensile strength of >1400 MPa and moderate ductility of > ~7% [67]. However, only a few
studies on thermo-mechanical processing of theses alloys are found in the extant literature and thus
further studies must be performed in order to gain greater understanding of their thermo-mechanical
processing response before commercial application.

The objective of these aforementioned studies is to determine each alloy’s optimal secondary
processing temperatures and parameters for a set of desired mechanical properties. Despite the general
trends for these alloys, differences in composition, MoE values, and microstructure lead to distinctive
processing temperatures and parameters depending on the application. For instance, the commercially
important near-beta Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) alloy is primary processed in the single β-phase field
followed by lower temperature finishing in the α + β phase field at a temperature approximately
between 10 ◦C and 25 ◦C below the beta transus temperature [21,62,105,106]. The amount of
deformation or work in the α + β phase field is a function of the desired properties and trade off between
fracture toughness and ductility. If good fracture toughness is required, then minimal α + β forging
will be performed, forming a microstructure with large β-phase grains and primary Widmanstätten
α-phase platelets. The ductility is, however, low with this microstructure and is further limited by
the presence of greater amounts of continuous grain boundary α-phase. However, if good ductility is
desired, then greater α + β deformation will be performed recrystallizing some of the Widmanstätten
α-phase platelets and breaking down the grain boundary α-phase forming small volume fractions
of primary equiaxed (or globular) α-phase precipitates. The relationship between the ductility in %
reduction of area (%RA) and fracture toughness, KIc, and the amount of work in α + β phase field
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for this alloy is illustrated in Figure 9a,b [106]. On the other hand, the metastable Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr
(wt. %) alloy is an example of an alloy that may be primary processed in the single β-phase field or the
α + β phase field depending on the desired fracture toughness and ductility before finish forging in the
α + β phase field [107]. Greater ductility and fracture toughness are achieved when primary forging is
performed above the quantity Tβ. However, the ability to perform primary processing below the beta
transus temperature is simpler and less costly.
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Alloys used for biomedical applications may also be thermo-mechanically processed but in
general, the strength requirements are much lower and thus these have received much less attention
in the literature. The focus of alloys used in orthopedic and orthodontic applications is instead the
modulus of elasticity, cytotoxicity, corrosion resistance, and biocompatibility. Several studies on the
relationship between thermo-mechanical process and microstructural evolution in biomedical alloys
have, however, been reported in the literature. Geetha et al., were the first to provide a detailed
investigation of the near-beta Ti-13Nb-13Zr (wt. %) alloy [11]. These authors studied sub-transus
hot deformation followed by solution treatment in either the single β-phase field or the α + β phase
field and then isothermal aging. They later reported on the near-beta Ti-20Nb-13Zr (wt. %) and
Ti-20Nb-20Zr (wt. %) alloys [115]. More recently, other researchers have studied hot deformation and
microstructural evolution of the Ti-13Nb-13Zr (wt. %) alloy in an effort to tune the microstructure
and mechanical properties for orthopedic implants [116–119]. Of the several metastable or near-beta
biomedical alloys, studies on thermo-mechanical processing of the Ti-13Nb-13Zr (wt. %) alloy are
found most frequently in the literature possibly due to its low beta transus temperature of 735 ◦C
(1355 ◦F) [120].

4.2. Heat Treatment

In general, heat treatment of metastable beta Ti alloys is performed to relieve residual stresses,
improve the ability to fabricate a near net shape part, or strengthen the part through precipitation
of secondary hcp α-phase. Heat treatment may also be used to improve ductility, fracture or impact
toughness, and corrosion resistance.
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4.2.1. Stress Relief Annealing

Undesirable residual stresses may occur during non-uniform hot deformation, cold working,
asymmetric machining operations, and welding. Heat treatment to relieve residual stress may be
performed as an intermediate step during thermo-mechanical processing after its completion. Stress
relief annealing is often performed at sub-transus temperatures in the α + β phase field followed by
air-cooling. Water or oil quenching may lead to additional undesirable residual stresses. For example,
the metastable Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr (wt. %) alloy is stress relief annealed at between 650 ◦C (1202 ◦F)
and 750 ◦C (1382 ◦F) for a minimum of 4 h followed by air-cooling [21]. Donachie lists a few metastable
and near-beta Ti alloys and their stress-relief temperature and time ranges [52]. Higher temperatures
can be used with shorter times and lower temperatures with longer times. By selecting appropriate
temperatures and times, stress relief annealing can be performed without changing the microstructure,
causing significant recrystallization, or adversely altering strength or ductility. Stress relief annealing
of many metastable or near-beta Ti alloys is performed after thermo-mechanical processing but
simultaneously with solution treatment and aging. For example, the near-beta Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %)
alloy is water-quenched after solution treatment 750 ◦C (1382 ◦F) in order to achieve good mechanical
properties during aging [21]. But water quenching produces significant residual stresses that affect
dimensional stability during machining. For this alloy, isothermal aging is usually performed at
between 495 ◦C and 525 ◦C for 8 h to precipitate a high number density of the secondary hcp α-phase
precipitates followed by an air cool, and this heat treatment also serves to relieve residual stresses in
the alloy.

4.2.2. Annealing to Improve Fabricability

Heat treatment to improve fabricability may be performed as intermediate steps during
thermo-mechanical processing, especially for parts requiring significant reductions in cross-sectional
area such as sheet, wire, or fasteners. Annealing to improve fabricability is often performed at slightly
below the quantity Tβ followed by a water quench or air cool. In general, metastable beta Ti alloys
possess high ductility and low plastic flow strength at this temperature in the α + β phase field
making it suitable for hot deformation. The annealing duration is predominantly a function of the
part thickness. For instance, the near-beta Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr (wt. %) alloy is solution annealed at
between 20 ◦C and 60 ◦C below the quantity Tβ for a minimum of 1 h followed by air cooling [21].
In some cases, annealing can be performed in the single β-phase field at temperatures between 20 ◦C
and 60 ◦C above the quantity Tβ. Annealing in the single β-phase field for too long can, however, result
in excessive grain growth of the bcc β-phase, leading to large grains with continuous grain boundary
α-phase and deleterious effect on mechanical properties [104]. Donachie lists a few metastable and
near-beta Ti alloys and their annealing temperature and time ranges [52].

Annealing may also improve the ability to cold work some commercial beta Ti alloys.
Karasevskaya et al., demonstrated that metastable Ti-15V-3Cr-3Al-3Sn (wt. %) and Ti-7Mo-5Fe-2Al
(wt. %) alloys have improved colds workability after super-transus solution treatment for 0.5 h [121].
This produced a completely recrystallized microstructure with bcc β-phase grain diameters of
150–200 µm. The improved ability to perform cold work was related to the formation of well-defined
sub-grain and cell structure. Straining proceeds readily by means of deformation and rotation within
and adjacent to sub-grains and cells. Hence, deformation is easily accommodated, intragranular
stresses are low, and hence ductility is high. On the other hand, the near-beta Ti-5Mo-5V-5Al-1Fe-1Cr
(wt. %) known as “VT-22” and the near-beta Ti-7V-4Mo-3Al (wt. %) alloy known as “TC6” do
not have improved cold workability [121]. This was related to poorly defined sub-grain and cell
structure. Deformation during cold working is limited by large intragranular stresses resulting
from multi-component textures and stress-induced transformations. Studies on stress-induced
transformations at ambient (room) temperature is a subject of many current research efforts and
is reviewed below.
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4.2.3. Solution Treatment and Aging

The optimal microstructure and mechanical properties for an engineering application can be
obtained for a metastable or near-beta Ti alloy by solution treatment and aging after thermo-mechanical
processing. Strengthening or hardening by solution treatment and aging in beta Ti alloys obeys
conventional solutionizing, supersaturation, and precipitation theory for most alloys [122]. The ability
to strengthen a metastable or near-beta Ti alloys during solution treatment and aging is related to
the instability of the bcc β-phase at temperatures below the quantity Tβ. This is also related to the
concept of hardenability of a beta Ti alloy, which is defined by Cotton et al., as the ability to produce an
age-hardening response from the supersaturated β-phase [21]. Analogous to ferrous alloys, the thicker
the section that can retain the metastable β-phase, the higher the hardenability of the beta Ti alloy.
The hardenability can be measured by a modified Jominy End Quench test but only a few studies are
present in the extant literature [123]. In order for a beta Ti alloy to be hardenable, the hcp α′-martensite
phase and the orthorhombic α′′-martensite phase must be suppressed during solution treatment and
quenching permitting the alloy to exist predominantly of the bcc β-phase in a supersaturated state.
Furthermore, secondary α-phase precipitates should not form during quenching. The formation of
martensitic phases is avoided by alloying with sufficient beta phase stabilizing elements to lower
the Ms temperature shown schematically in Figure 2 and discussed above. In general avoiding
precipitation of the secondary α-phase is dependent on slowing the precipitation kinetics. One route
is to include slow diffusing beta phase stabilizing elements such as V, Mo, and Nb. However, as the
MoE value increases and the quantity Tβ is lowered, the ability to strengthen by aging is concomitantly
reduced. For instance, the stable Ti-35V-15Cr (wt. %) alloy does not need to be quenched to retain the
β-phase and furthermore it does not form significant quantities of secondary α-phase during aging
due to its high MoE value of 47.5 [21].

Solution Treatment

Solution treatment may be performed at super-transus temperatures or sub-transus temperatures.
In either case, the alloy is heated to a sufficiently high temperature then soaked followed by rapid
quenching or cooling to ambient or room temperature. Depending on the desired properties
and application some alloys can be used in the solution-treated state such as the metastable
Ti-13V-l1Cr-3Al (wt. %) alloy, which was used in the SR-71 “Blackbird” aircraft. In a second
example, the Ti-15Mo-3Al-3Nb-0.2Si (wt. %) alloy is usually supplied in the single β-phase solution
treated condition permitting it to be easily cold worked [21]. After cold working this alloy is aged
at the appropriate temperature and time for the desired mechanical properties. Most alloys are,
however, aged after solution treatment and quenching to achieve the desired mechanical properties.
Metastable beta Ti alloys that are more heavily stabilized and have high MoE values are usually
solutionized at temperatures slightly above the quantity Tβ, whereas metastable beta Ti alloys with
lower MoE values and near-beta alloys are usually solutionized at temperature slightly below the
quantity Tβ. These two processes are categorized as beta solution treatment and alpha-beta solution
treatment [34,52]. The difference between the two are depicted schematically for the illustrative case of
solution treatment in the β-phase field followed by isothermal aging and for solution treatment in the α

+ β phase field followed by isothermal aging in Figure 10a,b. Beta solution treatment homogenizes the
alloy forming a bcc β-phase microstructure. In this state, an alloy has low strength but high ductility.
Solution treatment in the single β-phase field for too long can, however, result in excessive grain growth
and coarsening of the bcc β-phase that negatively affects mechanical properties [104,124]. Alpha-beta
solution treatment leads to enrichment of the bcc β-phase according to the lever rule for equilibrium
phase diagrams. Small volume fractions of the intragranular primary hcp α-phase forms and also
along the bcc β-phase grain boundaries. The primary α-phase pins the β-phase grain boundaries
limiting their growth during solution treatment. In this state, an alloy usually has comparatively higher
strength but lower ductility. In general, the size, morphology, and volume fraction of the primary
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α-phase influence the mechanical properties, providing an important route to optimize the mechanical
behavior of beta Ti alloys [124].Metals 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  21 of 41 
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The metastable Beta C alloys, which has an MoE value of 16.0, is an example of an alloy that
is solution treated at super-transus temperatures. This alloy is typically solution treated at between
790 ◦C (1454 ◦F) and 925 ◦C (1697 ◦F) for 0.5 h to 1 h followed by either air cooling, forced air cooling,
or water quenching depending on section size [21]. The alloy can be used in only the solution treated
condition or it may be subsequently aged depending on the desired strength and application. On the
other hand, the near-beta Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr (wt. %) alloy has several solution treatment options due
to its larger processing window. This alloy may be solution treated at super-transus or sub-transus
temperatures depending on the desired properties. Sub-transus solution treatment in the α + β phase
field is usually performed at temperatures between 20 ◦C and 60 ◦C below the quantity Tβ, which
varies between 820 ◦C (1508 ◦F) and 880 ◦C (1616 ◦F) for a minimum of 1 h followed by air cooling [21].
Super-transus solution treatment is commonly performed at temperatures between 20 ◦C and 60 ◦C
above the quantity Tβ in the single β-phase field for a minimum of 1 h followed by air cooling. Cotton
et al. also indicate that a double or modified solution treatment can be performed on this alloy where
the aforesaid first step is followed by a second step solution treatment between 720 ◦C (1328 ◦F) and
790 ◦C (1454 ◦F) for 1 h to 3 h followed by air cooling. These conditions give the alloy greater ductility.

Several studies comparing the effects of super-transus and sub-transus solution treatment on the
microstructure and mechanical properties of metastable and near-beta Ti alloys have been recently
published in the literature. Srinivasu et al., investigated the effect of solution treatment temperatures
on mechanical properties after super-transus and sub-transus thermo-mechanical processing in the
near-beta Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) alloy [125]. These authors found that super-transus solution treatment
regardless of thermo-mechanical processing temperatures led to lower ductility of <1% elongation
compared to when solution treated at sub-transus temperatures. Furthermore, the authors determined
that super-transus hot deformation followed by sub-transus solution treatment led to higher fracture
toughness. The aforesaid differences were attributed to the two primary α-phase morphologies
observed in the microstructure, which are the equiaxed morphology or a more acicular morphology.
A study by Li et al., on the new metastable Ti-6Cr-5Mo-5V-4Al (wt. %) alloy, which has a MoE of 14.0,
evaluated the effect of solution temperature on the microstructure and mechanical properties [126].
These authors reported that the alloy has a more attractive combination of strength and ductility
when using alpha-beta solution treatment compared to beta solution treatment followed by isothermal
aging. The alpha-beta solution treated alloy had bcc β-phase grains <10 µm in size with micron-scale
primary α-phase and nano-scale secondary α-phase precipitates. The small β-phase grains combined
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with the primary α-phase gave good ductility of 6–13.5% elongation and 22–52% reduction of area
while the secondary primary α-phase provided high tensile strengths of 1400–1600 MPa. On the
other hand, the beta solution treated alloys had bcc β-phase grains of between 40 µm and 100 µm in
size and 1–5 µm secondary α-phase precipitates. The combination led to lower tensile strengths of
1200–1400 MPa and lower ductility of 7–10% elongation and 22–28% reduction of area. Another recent
study by Du et al., on Ti-3.5Al-5Mo-6V-3Cr-2Sn-0.5Fe (wt. %) alloy examined the effect of solution heat
treatment on the microstructure and tensile properties [69]. The observed similar results to Srinivasu
et al., in that sub-transus solution treatment led to better ductility and finer grain size compared to
super-transus solution treatment irrespective of hot rolling (deformation) temperature. Similar results
were observed by Shekhar et al., in the near-beta Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo-3Cr (wt. %) alloy [127]. A study on
the metastable Ti-1Al-8V-5Fe (wt. %) alloy, which has a MoE value of 18.9, by Devaraj et al., evaluated
varying sub-transus solution treatment temperatures on tensile and fatigue properties [103]. These
authors reported that solution treatment at a temperature closest to the quantity Tβ gave the highest
yield strength and tensile strength values, which was attributed to greater volume fraction of nanoscale
secondary α-phase precipitates uniformly distributed in the bcc β-phase matrix. The authors also
suggested that combination of primary hcp α-phase with a micron scale combined with the nanoscale
secondary α-phase precipitates promoted higher strength. The effect of solution treatment remains
one area of active research due to its influence on microstructure and mechanical properties and the
sensitivity of beta Ti alloys to processing variations.

Aging

Aging after solution treatment leads to an increase in strength and hardness but a concomitant
decrease in ductility. This occurs due to phase decomposition of the metastable bcc β-phase forming
equilibrium secondary hcp α-phase precipitates. Super-transus or sub-transus solution treatment is
followed by an aging heat treatment, Figure 10a,b. In general there are four aging methods, which are
isothermal aging at high temperatures, isothermal aging at low temperatures, duplex (two-step) aging,
or direct aging. The combination of sub-transus solution treatment followed by aging will result in
primary α-phase and secondary α-phase precipitates with bimodal morphologies that often results
in improved mechanical properties as discussed below. The difference between high temperature
and low temperature aging in a pseudo-binary isomorphous phase diagram is shown in Figure 11.
Modifications of the aforementioned four methods have also been presented in the literature [128].
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differences between high and low isothermal aging temperatures for beta Ti alloys.

High temperature aging is conducted at approximately between 85 ◦C (185 ◦F) and 195 ◦C (383 ◦F)
below the quantity Tβ for short durations normally <24 h [34]. Santhosh et al. list an approximate
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range of between 450 ◦C (842 ◦F) and 650 ◦C (1202 ◦F) [124]. Secondary hcp α-phase precipitates,
which is an equilibrium phase, form initially at the bcc β-phase and then intragranularly at longer
aging times. Intermediate metastable phases, such as the brittle isothermal ω-phase (ωiso) or the
β′-phase, usually do not form during high temperature aging. In general the size and volume
fraction of α–phase precipitates depends on the alloy’s composition and time at temperature. Higher
aging temperatures and longer aging times form coarser α-phase precipitates leading to lower tensile
strengths. For example, the near-beta Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) alloy has decreasing tensile strengths with
increasing aging temperature between approximately 490 ◦C (914 ◦F) and 600 ◦C (1112 ◦F), Figure 12.
Since the mechanical properties of beta Ti alloys can be optimized for an application by aging, numerous
studies of the structure–property relationships are present in the existing literature [68,70,127,129,130].
These studies typically focus on microstructural evolution of the secondary α-phase precipitates and
concomitant changes in tensile or hardness properties.
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Figure 12. Ultimate tensile strength (UTS) as a function of aging temperature for the near-beta
Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) alloy. The alloy was solution-treated at 750 ◦C (1385 ◦F) for 8 h, water-quenched
and then isothermally aged [106]. (Reprinted by permission from Metallurgical Transaction A, vol. 18,
no. 12, R. R. Boyer and G. W. Kuhlman, Processing properties relationships of Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al,
2095–2103, 1987, with permission from Springer Nature).

Low-temperature aging is typically conducted at approximately between 200 ◦C (392 ◦F) and
450 ◦C (842 ◦F) [34,124]. In this temperature range intermediate metastable phases such as the
isothermal ω–phase or the β′–phase may form before the equilibrium hcp α-phase. The sequence of
precipitation depends on whether the beta Ti alloy has a lower MoE value (solute lean) or a higher
MoE Value (solute rich). In general the sequence of phase decomposition for alloys with lower MoE
values such a the near-beta Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) alloy is

β→ β + ωiso → β + ωiso + α→ β + α, (3)

and for alloys with higher MoE value such as Ti-13V-11Cr-3Al (wt. %) is

β→ β + β′ → β + β′ + α→ β + α (4)

The low temperatures lead to very long aging times to complete the transformation to the
equilibrium phases. The isothermal ω-phase precipitates found in Equation (3) causes embrittlement
of the alloy [47] and thus the subject of numerous research articles, as discussed below. The coherent
isothermal ω-phase precipitates are sheared during deformation, causing strong localized slip and
pre-mature fracture with little or no ductility [124]. In the case of alloys with higher MoE values the
bcc β-phase exhibits phase separation into the solute-rich β-phase and solute-lean β′-phase. These
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metastable phases serve as heterogeneous nucleation sites for the equilibrium hcp α-phase. Studies are
present in the existing literature on microstructural evolution of the secondary α-phase precipitates and
concomitant changes in tensile or hardness properties during low temperature aging [69,131]. However,
recent interest on the nucleation and growth mechanisms of the secondary α-phase precipitates in
Equation (3) has made this the subject of several recent and detailed investigations. Li et al., have
recently shown that the phase transformation process in a new Ti-6Cr-5Mo-5V-4Al (wt. %) alloy
occurs at the bcc β-phase/isothermal ω-phase heterophase interfaces [132–134], These authors have
proposed a mechanism where embryonic ω-phase, which forms initially by lattice plane displacement
along the <111> direction, rapidly transforms to isothermal ω-phase precipitates through diffusion
and depletion of O atoms, Figure 13. The O-rich region near the heterophase interfaces serves as
nucleation sites for the secondary α-phase precipitates. Growth of the α-phase precipitates is a
diffusive-displacement process that occurs through lattice reconstruction and diffusion and concurrent
partitioning of Al, Mo, V, and Cr between the α-phase precipitates and β-phase matrix. Similar
observations were recently made in the near-beta Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr (wt. %) alloy [135,136] and
the near-beta Ti-7Mo-3Nb-3Cr-3Al (wt. %) alloy [137]. The bcc β-phase to embryonic ω-phase
transformation was recently clarified to occur through a displacive-diffusional process [138–140].
These authors demonstrated that the formation of ω-phase-like embryos occurred through competing
compositional and structural instabilities arising in the bcc lattice of model binary Ti-Mo alloys during
rapid cooling from the high-temperature single β-phase field. The transformation is initiated through
the partial collapse of the {111} planes of the parent bcc structure and partitioning of Mo leading to
its depletion in the ω-phase and enrichment in the β-phase matrix, Figure 14a–e. Less information is
available in the existing literature about the phase transformation in Equation (4).
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Figure 13. The phase transformation pathway from embryonic ω-phase, to isothermal ω-phase,
to secondary α-phase precipitates during isothermal aging is illustrated [132]. (a) 2nd order coherent
β-phase spinodal decomposition, (b) ω-phase embryos forms within certain composition range, where
the structural evolution of embryonic ω-phase involves the displacement along the <111> direction,
(c) when the size of embryonic ω-phase reaches a critical value, transformation from embryonic to
isothermal ω-phase occurs via a diffusive mode, (d) O-rich regions present at the interface between
isothermal ω-phase and β-phase matrix act as nucleation sites for α-phase, the transformation from
ω-phase to α-phase involves lattice reconstruction as well as the diffusion of Al, (e) as the α-phase
grows, the diffusion of Mo, V and Cr increases between α-phase and β-phase matrix. (Reprinted
with permission from Acta Materialia, vol. 106, no. 12, T. Li et al., New insights into the phase
transformations to isothermal ω and ω-assisted α in near β-Ti alloys, 353–366, 2016).
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Figure 14. (a) The HAADF STEM image of fully transformed ω-phase in a model binary Ti-9 at. % Mo
alloy [138]. (b–d) show the sequence of collapse of {111} planes of the bcc beta matrix to form ω-phase
embryos. (e) shows the atom probe tomography (APT) reconstruction and (f) is the corresponding
proximity histogram Mo concentration profile across the β-phase and ω-phase showing the Mo depleted
ω-phase regions in the bcc beta phase matrix. (Reprinted with permission from Acta Materialia, vol. 60,
A. Devaraj et al., Experimental evidence of concurrent compositional and structural instabilities leading
toω precipitation in titanium-molybdenum alloys, 596–609, 2012).

Recently, several articles have been published employing an innovative in situ high energy X-ray
diffraction (HEXRD) technique on two commercially important beta Ti alloys. Barriobero-Vila et al.,
have used this technique to study the effect of constant heating rates after solution treatment to
gain further insight into phase transformations kinetics and formation of the equilibrium α-phase in
the near-beta Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) alloy [141] and the near-beta Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr-1Zr (wt. %)
alloy [142]. In the case of the Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) alloy [141], the initial microstructure after
super-transus solution treatment consists of metastable athermal ω-phase particles and orthorhombic
α′′–martensite phase in a β-phase matrix. The authors illustrate that the α′′-martensite phase
reverts to the β-phase and the magnitude depends on the heating rate. Further, they show that at
temperatures between approximately 420 ◦C (788 ◦F) and 650 ◦C (1202 ◦F) the stable α-phase forms by
one of three mechanisms: (i) from α′′-martensite phase plates, (ii) from isothermal α′′-martensite
phase that previously formed for the ω-phase, and (iii) from decomposition of the metastable
β-phase. Similar experiments showed that in the Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr-1Zr (wt. %) alloy [142],
initial microstructure consists of athermal ω-phase particles along dislocation lines and in domains
associated with decomposition of the β-phase matrix. For this alloy, the stable α-phase forms at
temperatures between approximately 600 ◦C (1112 ◦F) and 650 ◦C (1202 ◦F) by decomposition of the
β-phase and heterogeneous nucleation at grain boundaries or by transformation of the isothermal
α′′-martensite phase.

Duplex or two-step aging is performed to control the size and distribution of the secondary
α-phase precipitates. The sequence is usually low temperature aging followed by high temperature
aging for short times [34,124]. The actual temperatures and times chosen for the two steps must be
optimized for an alloy’s composition. Depending on the MoE value, a homogenous distribution of
either the isothermal ω-phase or the solute-lean β′-phase will form during the first step. The main
advantage of duplex aging is that the overall aging time is reduced compared to isothermal aging.
This aging method may be used to improve thermal stability for elevated temperature applications,
such as the Ti-15Mo-3Al-3Nb-0.2Si (wt. %) or B21S alloy [21]. The duplex aging method has been
reported to promote a greater volume fraction of homogeneously distributed α-phase precipitates
leading to improved alloy response under unidirectional tensile and fatigue loading conditions [124].
Furuhara et al., reported a more uniform and finer dispersion of α-phase precipitates after duplex
aging, compared to isothermal aging [143]. These authors also reported that duplex aging resulted in
higher hardness values due to faster precipitation kinetics. A good balance of strength and ductility
was shown due to a finer and more uniform α-phase precipitation in the Ti-15V-3Al-3Cr-3Sn (wt. %)
alloy [128]. Duplex aging resulted in superior fatigue limits and a slightly better fatigue crack growth
behavior compared to direct aging in a metastable Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr (wt. %) alloy [144]. This was
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attributed to the formation of homogeneously distributed α-phase precipitates and a lower volume
fraction of grain boundary precipitates. In addition, the strength and percent elongation and reduction
in area were better than for the isothermally aged alloys. Two-step aging of the Ti-15V-3Al-3Cr-3Sn
(wt. %) alloy by Santhosh et al., led to higher strengths and hardness compared to isothermal aging,
which was caused by a finer dispersion and higher number density of α-phase precipitates [145].
The authors also demonstrated that duplex aging of this alloy led to a four or five times increase of the
high cycle fatigue strength [146]. Coakley et al., reported a qualitatively similar increase in hardness
after duplex aging in the commercially important Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr (wt. %) alloy [147]. It is clear
that duplex aging can provide beneficial improvements for mechanical properties in some alloys.

Direct aging is when the beta Ti alloy is aged without prior solution treatment [34]. In general,
this is performed when after the alloy has been cold worked. This process can hinder the formation
of the deleterious isothermal ω-phase and homogeneous distribution of secondary hcp α-phase
precipitates. However, the heat treatment must be optimized for an alloy’s specific composition.

5. Stress-Induced Transformations

One important characteristic of these alloys is that the β-phase stability, which is a function
of its composition, influences the deformation mechanisms during tensile, compressive, or creep
loading. Deformation occurs by conventional viscous slip and stress-induced transformations, which
are the hcp α′-martensite phase, the orthorhombic α′′-martensite phase, the hexagonal ω-phase,
and deformation twinning [33]. The formation of a specific stress-induced mechanism or mechanisms
depends on the β-phase stability and influences the mechanical response and many studies are found
in the existing literature on model binary, model ternary, and commercial beta Ti alloys [44,148–158].
The activity of these four deformation mechanisms are a function of the β-phase stability as quantified
by MoE value and the microstructure or more specifically which metastable phases are present after
thermo-mechanical processing and heat treatment. The general trend is for the martensitic phases to
form in beta Ti alloys with lower MoE values during deformation, and the stress-induced deformation
mechanism changes to the ω-phase and {332}<113> or {112}<111> twins as the MoE values and
thus phase stability increases, Figure 15. In general, as the MoE value increases, the stress-induced
deformation mechanisms follow the sequence of α′-martensite→ α′′-martensite→ ω-phase + twinning
→ twinning→ twinning + slip→ slip. There is, however, a degree of overlap between the mechanisms
since grain size, the presence or lack of a metastable phase, can promote or suppress a particular
stress-induced deformation mechanism. The stress-induced transformations are suppressed when
the bcc β-phase is stable and deformation by slip and eventually shear bands becomes the dominant
mechanism. Additionally, the presence of metastable martensite phases or the ω-phase in the
microstructure after heat treatment will serve as nucleation sites for stress-induced transformations
during deformation. More than one stress-induced deformation mechanism and slip may also occur
depending on the alloy’s specific composition and β-phase stability.
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Figure 15. The experimental results that were reported for stress-induced deformation mechanisms as a
function of MoE value for a broad range of beta Ti alloy compositions, microstructures, and mechanical
property test methods [33]. (Reprinted with permission from JOM, vol. 67, no. 6, R. P. Kolli et al., Phase
Stability and Stress-Induced Transformations in Beta Titanium Alloys, 1273–1280, 2015).
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An alternate method to describe the occurrence of stress-induced transformations in beta Ti alloys
is the phase stability diagram based on the mean d-orbital energy level, Md, and the mean bond order,
Bo (referred to as the Bo vs. Md map) [12]:

Md =
n

∑
i=1

xi(Md)i (5)

and

Bo =
n

∑
i=1

xi(Bo)i (6)

where xi is the atomic fraction of element i in the alloy, (Md)i is the d-orbital energy level of element i,
and (Bo)i is the bond order for element i, Figure 16. The quantity (Md)i correlates to electronegativity
and metallic radius of element i, whereas the quantity (Bo)i is a measure of the covalent bond strength
between Ti and an alloying element. In general, the relationship between β-phase stability and MoE
value and the quantities Md and Bo is that the β-phase stability increases as the MoE value increases
while the mean d-orbital energy level and the mean bond order decreases. Values for these three
quantities correspond to the occurrence of specific stress-induced transformations. The formation of a
specific type of stress-induced deformation mechanism is, however, more strongly dependent on the
mean d-orbital energy level than the mean bond order. The relationship between the MoE value and
the phase stability diagram occurs because many of the beta stabilizing elements have similar 3d or 4s
orbital electron configurations and comparatively low electronegativities and atomic radii.
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Figure 16. Phase-stability diagram for metastable and near-beta Ti alloys based on the mean d-orbital
energy level, Md, and the mean bond order, Bo [12] (Reprinted with permission from Materials Science
and Engineering A, vol. A243, D. Kuroda et al., Design and mechanical properties of new β type
titanium alloys for implant materials, 244–249, 1998).

Research on stress-induced transformations is currently an active area of research due to
its effect on mechanical response during deformation and its potential influence in engineering
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applications [24,112,159–163]. A detailed review on this topic alone as provided by Kolli et al. [33].
Recently, an important work by Ahmed et al., studied the influence of β-phase stability on the
deformation mechanisms in the metastable Ti-10V-3Fe-3Al (wt. %) alloy, which has a MoE of 12.4,
during compressive loading after varying heat treatments [163]. They illustrated that {332}<113>
twinning with α′′-martensite, ω-phase, and slip were operational in the least stable alloy. Both
{332}<113> twinning and {112}<111> twinning occurred with α′′-martensite, ω-phase, and slip at
intermediate stabilities. As the β-phase stability increased further {332}<113> twinning was no longer
observed. Only dislocation glide (slip) was observed in the stable alloy. This is consistent with
the trends in Figure 15. The same alloy was studied by Samiee et al., but during compression at
a sub-transus temperature of 780 ◦C (1436 ◦F) [112]. These authors observed both stress-induced
α′′-martensite and ω-phase for the first time during deformation in the α + β phase field. Further,
they measured that the volume fraction of α′′-martensite was greater at the higher temperature than
at ambient (room) temperature due to greater strains. They did not, however, observe twinning,
which they attributed to the ease of slip at higher temperatures. Ahmed et al., also plotted their
recent experimental results on the Bo vs. Md map. By including their and other recent results for
Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %), Ti-10V-2Cr-3Al (wt. %), and Ti-10V-1Fe-3Al (wt. %), these authors were able to
show that the stress-induced martensite region is possibly larger than in the original diagram shown
in Figure 16. Hence, they have proposed an expansion of the stress-induced martensite region on the
lower part of the diagram, Figure 17, as indicated by the dashed blue line. Other authors have also
recently proposed modifying the Bo vs. Md map. Barriobera-Vila et al., have recently studied the
Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo-3Cr (wt. %) alloy to determine the sequence of stress-induced deformation mechanisms
by an innovative in situ HEXRD under uniaxial compression technique [164]. They proposed to
extend the martensite and slip boundaries based on their experimental characterization. These authors
observed that both stress-induced martensite and slip can simultaneously occur although the alloy
remains in the α + β phase field. However, the proposed changes need further investigation to
determine the exact boundaries in the phase stability diagram and this is an area of research that needs
to be addressed.
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One important effect of stress-induced deformation is the occurrence of room temperature
superelastic behavior that occurs during the metastable β-phase to orthorhombic α′′-martensite
transformation. The superelastic effect occurs since this transformation is reversible. This has led
to application of beta Ti alloys exhibiting this property in orthodontic arch wires, orthopedic bone
plates, and stents. The most important commercial alloys are the Ti-Nb alloy system [56,165], and the
Ti-23Nb-0.7Ta-2Zr (wt. %) alloy known as TNTZ alloy and the Ti-23Nb-0.7Ta-2Zr-1.2O (wt. %) alloy
known as TNTZ-O alloy or “gum metal” [159]. In addition, a few Ti-Mo alloys have reportedly
exhibited room-temperature superelasticity [61,152,159]. The superelastic effect is the subject of intense
research owing to that fact that the exact mechanism is still the subject of debate and in some cases
different studies contradict each other. Castany et al., employed a novel in situ cyclic tensile test
under synchrotron X-ray diffraction method and investigated the metastable β-phase to orthorhombic
α′′-martensite transformation in detail for Ti-24Nb-0.5N (wt. %) and Ti-24Nb-0.5O (wt. %) alloys [166].
The element O is shown to more strongly influence the transformation behavior than the element
N. Besse et al. [159] points out that in the case of the TNTZ and TNTZ-O alloys other mechanisms have
been observed including dislocations, stress-induced {112}<111> or {332}<113> twins, and ω-phase
plates and their role in superelastic behavior is not fully understood. However, stress-induced ω-phase
was observed in binary Ti-Nb alloys and higher critical stress for slip deformation resulted in a
larger recovery strain and stable superelasticity [165], which suggests that this phase improves
superelastic properties.

Other areas of significant research include improving the superelastic behavior of Ti-Nb alloys.
In general, these alloys have small recovery strains, which is due to the low critical stress for plastic
deformation and the small transformation strain of stress-induced martensitic transformation. Several
strategies are being actively researched including the effect of alloying elements, heat treatment,
and texture control. The effect of alloying elements such as Sn on stress hysteresis, recovery strain,
and superelastic properties was recently examined [167]. Increasing Sn concentrations were found to
decrease the stress hysteresis but concomitantly increase the recovery strain. In addition, Sn suppresses
the formation of athermal ω-phase and decreases the Ms temperatures reducing the stress for
martensitic stress-induced martensite formation. Other research has illustrated that the addition
of Zr and small quantities of Sn or Mo with controlled heat treatment to modify the texture and grain
size increases recovery strain to ~7% and leads to excellent superelastic properties [168–173]. Further
work is required to more fully understand superelasticity in these alloys. However, the small length
scale and time scale of stress-induced transformations requires the use of in situ methods to more fully
elucidate mechanisms.

6. Additive Manufacturing

Metal additive manufacturing (AM) has been the subject of recent intense research for numerous
alloy systems including Ti alloys [174]. Most research on Ti alloys has been focused in optimizing
powder feed stock and processing conditions, particularly for Ti-6Al-4V (wt. %) and a few other
commercial alloys. Limited research is present in the existing literature about AM processing of
metastable beta Ti alloys but a few recent studies have been reported using electron beam (e-beam)
melting (EBM) [175–179] and selective laser melting (SLM) [177,180–182]. Much of this research
has been focused on optimizing processing conditions or evaluating processing-structure-property
relationships of Ti-24Nb-4Zr-8Sn (wt. %) alloys also known as Ti2448 alloy [175–180]. This alloy was
developed for use in biomedical implants owing to its low modulus of elasticity and lack of elements
with known toxicity in the human body. Although the Ti2448 alloy has low modulus of elasticity
of approximately between 42 GPa and 50 GPa, this is, however, greater than cortical bone and may
still cause stress shielding by an implant. One important aspect of this research is the development
of high-strength-to-elastic modulus scaffolds. Scaffolds may lower the elastic modulus further still
approaching that of cortical bone. However, the presence of Sn, which may vaporize and cause the
formation of defects, e.g., porosity, leads to poor tensile and fatigue properties, Figure 18. Furthermore,
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research on this alloy illustrated that EBM and SLM require different optimization and do not result
in the same microstructure or properties. This example illustrates the difficulty of adapting existing
beta Ti alloys to metal AM processing. The ability to tune mechanical properties based on phase
volume fraction and composition was also illustrated for Ti-Nb alloys [181]. Much is still unknown
about metastable beta Ti alloys processed by metal AM and this topic is anticipated to be one of
significant research effort in the future. Further research is required to gain an increased understanding
of the processing-structure-property relationships in metal AM. The application of metastable beta Ti
alloys processed by AM is currently hindered due to limited knowledge about the microstructure and
properties. The rapid cyclical heating and cooling that occurs during AM results in non-equilibrium
microstructures or bulk defects that may not have the same properties as conventional wrought alloys
of the same composition. Detailed experimental characterization is required to develop sufficient
understanding of an alloy’s processing characteristics and behavior in an application.
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Figure 18. The micro-CT reconstructed images showing the strut outside surface of the (a) EBM and
(b) SLM samples, the defects inside of the solid struts of the (c) EBM and (d) SLM samples, and (e) the
size and count distribution of the defects inside the samples as a function of equivalent diameter [177].
(Reprinted with permission from Acta Materialia, vol. 113, Liu et al., Microstructure, defects and
mechanical behavior of beta-type titanium porous structures manufactured by electron beam melting
and selective laser melting, 56–67, 2016).
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7. Summary

Beta titanium alloys are an important class of alloys that have found use in demanding applications
such as aircraft structures and engines, and orthopedic and orthodontic implants. The advantages of
these alloys include their high strength, good corrosion resistance, excellent biocompatibility, and ease
of fabrication compared to other high performance alloys. The ease of fabrication, which is due to
their lower beta transus temperature, provides these alloys with an advantage compared to other
Ti alloy classes. The most important commercial beta Ti alloys for use in aircraft applications is
the near-beta 10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) alloy, the metastable Ti-15Mo-3Cr-3Al-3Sn (wt. %) or B21S alloy,
the Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr (wt. %) or Beta C alloy, the near-beta Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr (wt. %) alloy,
and the stable Ti-35V-15Cr (wt. %) or Alloy C. The most important commercial and experimental beta
Ti alloys for use in orthopedic implants are the Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr (wt. %) alloy and the Ti-13Nb-13Zr
(wt. %) alloy. The mechanical properties and microstructure of these alloys are typically optimized
by thermo-mechanical processing followed by solution treatment and aging process. The metastable
bcc β-phase decomposes to form equilibrium hcp α-phase precipitates. Intermediate metastable
phases, such as the isothermal ω-phase, form first and serve as heterogeneous nucleation sites for
the equilibrium α-phase. Despite their advantages and promise, beta Ti alloys have only found use
in niche applications due to their high costs associated with extraction, processing, and alloying.
As discussed above, extraction is a complex and costly process and progress in lowering the cost is
often incremental. Further, many of the alloying elements are expensive refractory ones, e.g., Mo, V,
and Nb, although in the case of biomedical implants they may provide benefits of lower toxicity and
improved biocompatibility. Beta Ti alloys also possess higher densities than other classes of Ti alloys
due to high concentrations of beta stabilizing elements, which is a disadvantage when low mass is a
requirement. However, the improved and tunable mechanical properties may lead to good specific
strength and specific modulus values for a desired application. In addition, several other challenges
exist in that they generally have more complex and narrower thermo-mechanical processing and heat
treatment windows than other Ti alloys and high-performance alloys, higher machining costs, lower
production volumes, and less readily available property data. New beta Ti alloys should address
some of the aforesaid deficiencies in order to achieve commercial success in aerospace structures and
biomedical implant applications.

From a manufacturing perspective, research on thermo-mechanical processing and heat treatment
are expected to increase, particularly for current commercially important and newly developed beta Ti
alloys. Altering the processing or solutionizing temperature between super-transus and sub-transus
temperatures results in significant changes to microstructure and concomitantly to properties. This high
degree of sensitivity can lead to tunable mechanical properties for a desired application. The important
ability to alter the modulus to low values approaching that of cortical bone will also promote further
research. A second important property is the superelastic behavior resulting from stress-induced
orthorhombic α′′-martensite phase. However, as discussed above, this phase may lead to unsatisfactory
mechanical behavior through reduced ductility and stress inhomogeneity limiting its use in structural
applications. Further research on processing and heat treatment of alloys exhibiting room temperature
superelastic behavior is required to gain improved understanding of its effect on mechanical response.
A third area that is exhibiting significant growth in research is processing by metal AM. Since this
process consists of repeated and rapid heating and cooling cycles in a layer-by-layer deposition of
metal, the resulting microstructure is not at equilibrium. The as deposited microstructure and the
effect of post-processing heat treatment are largely unknown for many beta Ti alloys.

In terms of fundamental scientific understanding, research effort on beta Ti alloys is increasing
significantly, Figure 19. The historical number of peer-reviewed scientific publications on metastable
beta titanium alloys has now reached approximately 650. The historic trend of number of
publications shows very limited research before 1960, then an increased activity of research from
~1970 to mid-1980s during the development of several commercial alloys for use in aircraft
and orthopedic and orthodontic implants. Since 1990 to 2017, the number of publications has
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experienced significant growth. This number is anticipated to grow further as new alloys are
developed and advanced characterization tools and computational techniques permit elucidation of
processing–structure–property relationships. Several areas merit further study, including the role
of the β′-phase during nucleation of the equilibrium α-phase, the effect of O interstitial atoms on
stress-induced deformation mechanisms, thermo-mechanical processing and heat treatment of newly
developed alloys, stress-induced transformation at temperatures above ambient (room) temperature,
processing by metal AM, and developing new beta Ti alloys that address some of the aforesaid
limitations for commercial applications.
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An improved scientific understanding of the processing–structure–property relationships is
hindered by the small length-scale of the metastable phases and stress-induced transformations of beta
Ti alloys. However, some length-scale challenges can be addressed by employing state-of-the-art
techniques such as atom probe tomography (APT) [183], high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM), and high-angle annular dark-field imaging in scanning transmission electron
microscope mode (HAADF-STEM). The use of complementary APT experimental techniques
such as APT with HAADF-STEM can provide a combination of nano-scale compositional and
structural information that one technique alone cannot provide possibly leading to greater scientific
understanding [184]. A recent important example is the study by Ahmed et al., who employed
complementary APT with HAADF-STEM imaging to illuminate phase decomposition of the
Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-2Cr-1Fe (wt. %) alloy during aging [130]. These authors were able to illustrate the
early stages of β-phase decomposition and isothermal α-phase nucleation and growth that is generally
not accessible by one technique. Similarly, complementary APT techniques combining experimental
characterization with computational methods such as Calculation of Phase Diagrams (CALPHAD)
may provide improved understanding of the metastable transformations in these alloys. There
are, however, several challenges for employing computational methods. In context of CALPHAD,
thermodynamic databases for Ti alloys exist but may need to be modified for study of beta Ti
alloys. In addition, study of diffusion kinetics and precipitation during aging are limited by the
absence of suitable mobility databases. Another challenge is the short time-scale of many phase
and stress-induced transformations that often makes experimental observations and measurements
very difficult. However, in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations or in situ
synchrotron X-ray diffraction (XRD)-based techniques may provide clarity for the early stages of
phase transformation. In some cases, in situ TEM may lack the requisite resolution to observe the
transformations. But advances in micro-electrical-mechanical-systems (MEMS) devices that can act
as specimen holders have facilitated the ability to locally control specimen environment making
these types of experiments easier to conduct. Synchrotron studies provide greater resolution and a
high-energy source but access is often difficult. Furthermore, first principles calculations are suitable
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to provide complementary analysis of in situ studies. However, they are computationally expensive
and are often limited to the study of model binary alloys.
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